28 Year Old Singer Undergoes
Experimental Cancer Therapy Against
Doctor's Wishes - And it WORKS

Oxygen therapy has the potential to cure serious diseases
Do you suffer from chronic fatigue? High blood pressure? Or brain fog? It
could be due to low “blood oxygen” allowing toxins and bacteria to thrive.
Sabrina Gauer had run out of options. The 28 year old singer had aggressive stage
four mouth cancer and feared for her life. She’d already undergone 6 hours of
surgery to have part of her tongue removed. But the operation was a dismal failure.
Rather than suffer the terrible side effects of radiation therapy, Gauer underwent a
controversial treatment against her doctor’s wishes: hyperbaric oxygen therapy.
Why is it controversial?
Oxygen therapy is normally prescribed for tiredness, shortness of breath or
cognitive problems. All classic symptoms of low blood oxygen. But using oxygen to
cure disease has yet to gain mainstream acceptance.
In fact, the renowned “diet doctor” Dr Atkins had his license revoked after using it to
treat a woman’s breast cancer. His license was reinstated. But only after he agreed
never to promote oxygen therapy again.
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Could it be that mainstream medicine is in denial about a treatment that’s safe,
natural and could replace a lifetime on drugs?
>>>Watch a presentation on a new breakthrough in oxygenation therapy

What is Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy?
Traditionally, hyperbaric oxygen therapy is used to treat “the bends” - a lethal
condition scuba divers suffer if they ascend too quickly.
You sit in a decompression tank and pure oxygen is pumped in. This helps the
body absorb more into the blood stream. And the more oxygen in your blood the
better it can heal and repair damaged cells.
“When you breathe oxygen under pressure, oxygen better dissolves into
your blood stream and saturates into the body tissue. You need oxygen in
cells for them to heal. Breathing under pressure helps get that oxygen to the
cells quicker. Oxygen therapy gives the body the chance to heal itself.” - Dian
Brown, Tennessee-based New Life Medical Group
Clear of Cancer in 6 Weeks
Sabrina’s doctor was adament it would never work. That she was foolish to
abandon her medications and radiation therapy. But he soon had to eat his words.
Because the results of the oxygen therapy were astonishing.
After feeding her cells with oxygen, Sabrina was cancer free in just 6 weeks.
And she is not the only one to have experienced miraculous recovery thanks to
oxygen therapy.
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A study in Clinical Radiology found that it may help kill off many types of cancer.
While a study published in the European Journal of Cardio-Thoracic Surgery found
that it may help shrink tumors and extend survival rates.

A Breakthrough Has Made Oxygen Therapy Inexpensive and 100% Natural
Thanks to the advances in nutritional science, you no longer have to sit in a
decompression tank or breath from an oxygen mask to gain the toxin cleansing
benefits of oxygen threapy.
It’s now inexpensive, safe and could save millions from a lifetime on
pharmaceutical drugs.
If you’d like to know how you may be able to boost your energy levels, lower your
blood pressure and improve your concentration from higher blood oxygen levels, a
special video presentation by natural health researcher Kevin Richardson reveals:
● Why the reason you arent healing is NOT because you’re not taking the right
drugs.
● How low blood oxygen allows viruses, bacteria and toxins to thrive
● A Nobel Prizewinner’s groundbreaking discovery on why low blood oxygen
causes cancer
● How a woman healed a cancerous growth until it literally dried and fell off
● A boy with ADHD who became so calm and happy that his mum stopped his
powerful amphetamine drugs
● A man who helped his dad get his mind back to being sharp as a tack from
filling his cells with plaque cleansing oxygen
>>>Watch the video on how oxygen therapy could transform how we treat ill health
and disease safely, inexpensively and without side effects
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P.S. Many people suffer from low blood oxygen as they get older. Yet scientists
agree that oxygen is effective at cleansing toxins, bacteria and free radicals from
cells. Rather than continue to prescribe drugs for tiredness and concentraion
problems, many forward thinking doctors are now recommending oxygen therapy.
Find out why by watching the explosive video before it gets taken down.

The Strange Reason Why Scuba Divers Have Less
Risk of Getting Sick

High blood oxygen levels helps cleanse toxins and prevent disease
Do you suffer from brain fog? Low energy levels? High blood pressure? It
could be due to low ”blood oxygen” levels.
Scuba divers say it helps them relax. That bobbing along exploring the wonders of
the oceans brings peace and calm. It keeps them fit too. The water resistance
helps build muscle and burns 350 calories an hour. But NONE of these are the
main reason why scuba divers enjoy a lower risk of sickness than most people.
What makes them almost superhuman?
While under water for 40 mins at a time they’re breathing in compressed air. This
feeds their blood with higher levels of oxygen. And it’s oxygen that drives the
“lymphatic system” that cleanses the body of toxins and eradicates sickness.
>>>Watch a video about a breakthrough that’s made oxygen therapy inexpensive
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Oxygen Cleanses Toxins and Fuels Cellular Health
The lymphatic system is a vast network of tiny veins running all through your body.
It’s like a tree, with branches that stretch and feed every vital organ with nurients,
hormones and fatty acids.
The lymphatic system also removes bacteria, infections and toxins. It then sends
them to the liver and kidneys to be broken down and excreted as waste.
For both jobs to work properly your body needs OXYGEN. If your lymphatic system
is a network of rivers, oxygen molecules are tiny boats that carry nutrients to your
cells and take toxins away.
When your body has enough oxygen it can stay healthy and ward off disease. But if
your blood oxygen drops, your cells become congested and sluggish. You may
then face these 4 health problems:
1. Weaker immune system - Without enough oxygen your body can’t create
enough white blood cells. These are like white knights able to destroy germs,
viruses or bacteria
2. Buildup of toxins in the body - Oxygen is needed to break down all the
chemicals, pollutants and pesticides you breathe and ingest on a daily basis
3. Accelerated aging - Oxygen is needed to maintain colagen in your skin, to keep
it firm and bouncy. Without it, wrinkles, crow’s feet and eye bags can appear.
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4. Increased cancer risk - Without enough oxygen, your cells can switch to sugar
as an energy source. This then causes them to become cancerous.
"The cause of cancer is no longer a mystery; we know it occurs whenever
any cell is denied 60% of its oxygen requirements" - Dr Otto Warburg, 1931
Nobel Prize Winner

Boosting Blood Oxygen is Safe and Inexpensive
Sadly, blood oxygen levels drop naturally as we get older.
If you’re over the age of 40, are you getting more aches and pains?
Do your energy levels plummet by midday?
Do you suffer from higher blood pressure and high cholesterol?
The reason for worsening health is not because you’re not taking the right drugs. It
could be becaue your blood oxygen levels are low.
“You need oxygen in cells for them to heal. Breathing under pressure helps
get that oxygen to the cells quicker. Oxygen therapy gives the body the
chance to heal itself.” - Dian Brown, Tennessee-based New Life Medical
Group
The good news is that you dont have to become a scuba diver to keep your oxygen
levels topped up. A breakthrough in nutritional science has made oxygen therapy
safe, inexpensive and powerful.
If you’d like to know more, natural health researcher Kevin Rochardson has created
a special video presentation that reveals:
● How low blood oxygen allows viruses, bacteria and toxins to thrive
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● A Nobel Prizewinner’s groundbreaking discovery on why low blood oxygen
causes cancer
● How a woman healed a cancerous growth until it literally dried and fell off
● A boy with ADHD who became so calm and happy that his mum stopped his
powerful amphetamine drugs
● A man who helped his dad get his mind back to being sharp as a tack from
filling his cells with life giving oxygen
>>>Watch the video on how oxygen therapy could transform how we treat all ill
health and disease safely, cost effectively and without side effects
P.S. Many people suffer from low blood oxygen as they get older. Yet scientists
agree that oxygen is vital for cleansing toxins, bacteria and free radicals from cells.
Rather than continue to prescribe drugs for tiredness and concentraion problems,
many forward thinking doctors are now recommending oxygen therapy. Find out
why by watching the explosive video before it gets taken down.
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